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We are a software house dedicated only to the design and implementation of completely web-based 
Digital Asset Management solutions (DAM) for photo agencies.

Our company has been offering MomaPIX service for about 10 years to simplify digital contents 
(photos, videos, audio files and pdfs) managers and promoters work.

With more than 50 photo agencies managed that use our service, we are the leader company in Italy 
and constantly growing abroad.

Who choses MomaPIX can count on a reliable partner to capitalize the chaotic technologic evolution. 
We offer an easy to use and updated tool that fits with customers workflow and automates many 
activities and at the same time leaves enough space for graphic and functional customizations.  

Our team is made by engineers and computer technicians with e-commerce, web advanced use 
solutions and archive knowledges, beyond marketing and communication specialists able to listen 
customers and help them to online arise their identity.

MomaSoft - Who we are



Clients



MomaPIX features

1. Users accesses

2. Reserved folders

3. Caricamento files

4. Files upload

5. Upload filters

6. Lightboxes

7. Online metadata editing

8. Thesaurus

9. Reports

10. Reports settings

11. Promotion tools

12. Search engine



“Access” panel allows to manage 
website users permissions: 

● suppliers and partners 
authorized to upload digital 
contents and/or to manage 
administration panel 

● internal users/customers 
authorized to view and 
download contents

You can manage unlimited 
accounts. 

The screenshot on the right shows 
suppliers profile: it is possible to 
define if the files uploaded by a 
supplier are parked in a private 
section before publication - see next 
slides -.
It is possible to define upload filters 
- see next slides -. 

Access



The screenshots below show MomaPIX internal users/customers 
folder. It is possible to define:

● view and download contents permissions 
● what part of the archive the user can see 

Access



Through tags it is possible to insert single account in users groups. 

Common permissions on website policies can be associated to users groups (e.g. promotional newsletter 
receiving, images folders view and download etc.)

The screenshot below shows tags details in internal users/customers folder. 

Access



It is possible to insert commercial restrictions to reserve files uploaded by a specific supplier to a group of 
customers or to exclude specific groups of costumers from that contents use. 
They are first level restrictions, applied through Suppliers and Clients mapping with tags. 

It is always possible to consider exceptions to general restrictions, inserting second level restrictions on 
individual files - see next slide.  

Access



It is possible to reserve files or complete images folders to one or more users and groups, giving them 
one of the following authorizations: 

● Visibility on website: with the function “restricted to” that can be activated through metadata editor, 
authorized users will be the only one to view on the website the reserved files. They can download 
them in high or low resolution or only view, depending on the permissions given when the account has 
been created. 

● Download: with the function “available for” that can be activated through metadata editor, authorized 
users will be the only one to download files visible to everyone in the public section of the website. 

Reserved folders



Files upload

Files on MomaPIX can be uploaded through 
different ways:
with web upload (see screenshots) applet 
Java and Ftp, even by mobile devices (app, 
web ftp).



It is possible to set upload filters so that only 
contents with specific dimension and correct 
metadata will be accepted. 

The screenshot on the right shows the sheet 
with all the filters that can be set as 
mandatory. 

Upload filters



Private section

Admin can decide if a user/supplier is enabled to upload files in the public section visible to 
everyone who visit the website or if they must be “parked” in a private section where admin 
has the possibility to check, edit, delete and eventually public them.



Lightboxes

Both internal users and customers of MomaPIX website can create lightboxes. 

A lightbox can be considered as a folder, a personal area where it is possible to store single files or a 
selection of images (for example for a specific search asked by a customer). 

Users who created one or more lightboxes find them online after logging to website and can decide which 
other users can view or edit them.



Online metadata 
editing

Users can change metadata online. 
This action can be made on single files or 
blocks (for example, you can decide to 
add a keyword to a complete images 
folder). 
Every online change is copied in IPTC 
images fields. 

The screenshot shows the sheet for 
metadata editing. It is possible to custom it 
defining what fields must be used and in 
which order. 



Thesaurus
It is possible to fix a set of the keywords that can be used. By uploading an own thesaurus the software 
can impose and/or suggest only keywords belonging to thesaurus.

Keywords can be automatically translated, using a translator provided by MomaPIX. Users can create 
an own vocabulary and order the software to first ask it and, only in case of failed answer, refer to 
automatic translator.  



Reports
Advanced report options allow to track all the activities registered on MomaPIX website: 

● accesses
● uploads
● downloads
● syndication (sending via ftp on external server)
● searches

It is possible to set date interval and filters of every report on uploaded and downloaded files, on searches 
done on website and on files sent through ftp distribution. Reports can be exported in Excel format too.

The screenshot below shows an example of downloads report.



It is possible to define which data must be inserted in 
reports about downloads, uploads, researches, 
syndication and logs and in what order must be shown. 

The screenshot shows the sheet with all the data that can 
be inserted in reports. 

Reports settings



Promotion tools - email marketing 

MomaPIX offers different tools to promote and deliver digital contents: 

● email marketing
● presentation
● pdf print

The screenshot below shows and example of single image email, automatically generated with a click 
starting from a photo in the archive.



Promotion tools - email marketing 

MomaPIX allows to generate promotional emails in few clicks, starting from the contents uploaded on 
the website. Many features associated to this function are available: 

● Template layout: there are 6 different templates already defined, that is possible to custom so 
that they fit with personal brand. It is possible to create an own template from scratch, having 
mininum programming skills to do that. 

● Contents: newsletter contents can be enriched with text. Images can be that of a folder, a single 
image, a selection of images gathered in a lightbox or a grid.

● Campaigns planning: promotional campaigns can also be planned in advance and automatically 
send by MomaPIX in defined days and hours.

● Campaigns reports: thanks to advanced report tools, it is possible to track promotional 
campaign results, with the detail of who received and who red the emails.



Promotion tools - email marketing 

The screenshots below show email marketing campaigns report sheets, wth the detail of who received 
the emails and who red them. 



Promotion tools - presentation 

MomaPIX allows to show images slideshows, available 
through a private link. 

By clicking on presentation button, the software generates a 
univocal link that admin can decide to make public or private 
and send it by email to interested users. 

Users who will click on the link will see a full screen slideshow 
where download and social network sharing buttons can be 
available (see screenshot).



Promotion tools - presentation

In the screenshot below, an example of slideshow that can be shared on Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn e Google +, thanks to social buttons enabling.



Promotion tools - pdf print

Images uploaded on MomaPIX can be shown through “pdf print” function too. Thumbnails in pdf 
generated by the system are linked to the website images (you are addressed to the web preview by 
clicking on it).

Pdf print is avalable both for internal and external website users.

There are 6 different layouts.
An example in the screenshot on the right.



Search engine

Users can fastly find contents on MomaPIX website using search for keywords, date, relevance to 
keywords or photo id. 

After you inserted keyword third character in search box , the software suggest keywords list in 
archive with those three beginning letters. 

It is also possible to share with other users a search result, sending univocal link to the webpage with 
the results. 



Benefits

● You get rid of servers, disks and copies

● Always updated software. You don’t need to buy updates 

● No investments, monthly fee service

● You pay what you use. You can change in every moment the resources for your MomaPIX 

installation, following the variable performance and space needs of your activity.

● You make easier and faster your customers searches

● Simplified workflow 

● Time saving for your partners 

● Software fitting to your workflow

● Immediate and multichannel delivery
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